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Social Studies 100
Introduction 

Teaching This Course
This first grade Social Studies course

addresses various subjects of interest to
first graders. They learn about their fami-
lies and how to be respectful to others by
using good manners and various means of
communication. They explore their emo-
tions and how to express the feelings they
face. They also learn a bit about history by
studying some firsts in North
America—the first settlers, several impor-
tant leaders, and special days in North
America. They also learn about four chil-
dren who live in various places in North
America. In the last LightUnit, they dis-
cover members of your community and
how everyone has something to offer the
community.

Since this is an optional course, we do
not suggest a schedule for beginning and
ending. Although some of your students
may be able to work alone, we suggest
doing the LightUnits as a class. Many of
the subjects covered provide excellent dis-
cussion material. If your students have
mastered Learning to Read, use the les-
sons as practice in oral reading. 

Features of This Guide
Teacher’s Notes. The teacher’s guide

contains thoughts and ideas to help you
teach effectively and creatively. The notes
for each lesson are divided into several
sections.

The objectives at the beginning of each
lesson tell which concepts the students
should grasp as he works through the les-
son. 

“Introducing the Lesson” suggests
ways to help your students think about

the subject of study for the day. 
“Teaching the Lesson” gives ideas for

class discussion.
At the end of some lessons you will

find an extra activity for enrichment or
review. These activities are optional. You
may skip them or replace them with one
of your own. 
Answer Keys. A one-fourth-size re-

production of each page of the student
LightUnit appears with the teacher's
notes for that lesson.
Appendixes
Appendix A is a Scope and Sequence of

the course with a course outline for each
lesson.

Appendix B contains an alphabetized
list of the Study Words (vocabulary) from
the LightUnit.

Appendix C contains Alternate LightU-
nit Tests that may be photocopied for use
when a student needs to retake a test.
The answer keys for the test are included
in the appendix.

Appendix D is an index of skills and
concepts taught in the course.

The LightUnits
LightUnit Schedules

Each LightUnit is designed to take 17
days. There are two quizzes, a self check,
and a LightUnit Test.

The quizzes are on perforated sheets in
the back of the LightUnit. They may be
torn out and given as closed-book quizzes
(recommended), or left in the book and
treated as a self check.

The self check falls on Day 15. Students
may study from it, but should take it with-
out looking back.
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Lesson 16 is the “Looking Back” lesson.
Rather than having regular seatwork in
this lesson, students are given a study out-
line. If they follow the outline, they should
get plenty of review in preparation for the
LightUnit Test on Day 17. 

The “Looking Back” lesson includes an
extra activity. The extra activity provides
fun reinforcement of what students have
studied in the LightUnit.

Symbols

Teacher Check. Used where the
child must obtain the teacher’s ini-
tials before proceeding.

Small Teacher Check. Indicates
an exercise that must be scored or

checked by the teacher. The child may con-
tinue working even though the teacher has
not yet checked the exercise.

Teacher Aide Check. This symbol
is used anywhere the child may not
continue working in the LightUnit

until the exercise has been checked and
initialed by the teacher or teacher aide. 

Small Teacher Aide Check.
Used with exercises that need to be

checked by the teacher or teacher aide.
The child may continue working even
though the exercise has not yet been
checked. 

Grading

Each of the quizzes, the self check, and
the LightUnit Test are worth 100 points.
Each quiz score counts as 25% of the final
grade, and the LightUnit Test as 50%.

To make your grading easier, there is a
score box in each student LightUnit. No-
tice that the score box has a space for each
of the quiz scores. The space labeled
“other” is for any additional grades you
give throughout the LightUnit—a report,
an enrichment activity, etc.

When you have averaged those two (or
three) scores, write the score on the “aver-
age” blank. Average this score with the
LightUnit Test grade to get the final score
for the LightUnit.

______ Quiz 1

______ Quiz 2

______ Other (optional) ________________

______ Average from above

______ LightUnit Test

______ FINAL SCORE (average of last two blanks above)

SCORE BOX
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